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Pirate Training Clues 

 
Yarr! Pirate training consists of searching Sydney Cove for treasure with… 
your digital cameras. Treasure is measured in… uh coins? 
 
If you haven’t already, read the hints in the Captain’s Instructions! 
 
Don’t cheat – and if you do split into two ‘sub crews’, you must come 
together at or before the docks, and never more than 1 camera per sub crew! 
 
Rules: Clues come in 5 categories. Each category has two mandatory clues 
indicated by q. 10% of your final coin booty is removed for each 
mandatory clue not completed. For movie clues simple, short digital camera 
movies are fine. Bonus coins may be liberally awarded by the judges for 
‘achievement’ or ‘humour’! 
 
Consider coin values carefully, harder clues have more coins!  
 
Categories 
 

• Stranger Love –snapping or requesting a stranger to do something 
• Yarr Crew – requires one or more crew members 
• Search & Find – keep your eyes open and shoot 
• Interpret… –use lateral thinking, creativity and sense of humor 
• Like A Challenge? – for daring pirates much booty is available! 

 
Also – right now, or during the day, please take a photo of your entire crew!  
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Stranger Love 
 

 Take a photo of… Coins q 
1. 2 strangers dressed up as a pirates 5 

+1 point for each 
extra pirate stranger  

q 

2. A fund raising / charity person 5  
+5 dressed as a 
pirate 

 

3. The best beard of the day 10  
+5 dressed as a 
pirate 

 

4. Anyone in Navy uniform 20  
+10 dressed as a 
pirate 

 

5. A child under 5 holding a sign showing 
the crew's name 

5  
  

6. Oldest and youngest person, wearing an 
eyepatch 

5 team with oldest  
5 team with 
youngest 

 

7. A crew member sharing the same piece 
of food as a stranger 

10 
q 

8. A stranger drinking tea 5 
 

9. Crew member/s hugging a stranger in a 
suit 

5 
 

10 (Movie clue) Crew members walking up 
to and asking strangers for the time in 
pirate style. 

10 
+10 for best video  
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Yarr Crew 
 

 Take a photo of… Coins q 
1. A crew member in a shopping 

trolley 
5 
+1 point for each extra 
crew member 

 

2. A crew member in a bathtub 10  
+1 point for each extra 
crew member 

 

3. A crew member in a bed 10  
+1 point for each extra 
crew member 

q 

4. A tourist taking a photo of the crew 5 
 

5. The crew making a jolly roger 10 
 q 

6. The crew playing rock, paper, 
scissors against strangers 

5 
+1 for each extra crew 
member 

 

7. (Movie clue) Crew members 
imitating tetris pieces 

5 for photo 
+10 for extra movie of 
pieces rotating 
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Search & Find 
 

 Take a photo of… Coins q 
1. A sheep 5 

+15 if a statue 
 

2. A number plate that spells a word 10  
+10 if it’s a ‘pirate’ word 

 

3. Bottles of rum 2 for each unique brand 
 

4. Pirates of the Caribbean DVD 5 for each movie 
q 

5. Something with the word ‘treasure’ 5 
+10 for best team 
 

q 

6. Something ‘pirated’ 10 
+5 for best team  

7. The biggest ‘North star’ 5 for best team  

8. A tall ship 5  
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Interpret… 
 
 
Creative, amusing interpretation may result in lashings of bonus coins! 
 
 

 Take a photo of… Coins q 
1. Walking the plank 5 

q 

2. A gold digger 5 
 

3. A crew member fighting a crocodile 5 
+20 if it’s a real 
croc 

q 

4. Man overboard 5  
 

 

5. Booty 5 
 

 

6. (Movie clue) Snakes on a train 10 
 

 

7. A shipwreck 5   

8. X marks the spot 5  
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Like A Challenge?  
 

 Take a photo of… Coins q 
1. A completed job application for any fast 

food restaurant 
15  

2. A spy photo of another crew (they mustn’t 
notice you taking it) 

10   

3. A monorail train from the furthest distance 
away 

10 for the furthest 
team 

 

4. As many people on Bridgeclimb as you can 1 for each climber  

5. Someone in a Google t-shirt 10 
+10 in G reception 
+10 for scoring 
free food! 

 

6. Pirate with a policeman 10 
+10 if he is a 
pirate policeman 

q 

7. Pirate sitting in a movie theatre 10 
+10 if it’s Imax  

8. A crew member driving a taxi 10 
+5 for every extra 
pirate ‘on board’ 

q 

9. A mention of your team name, ‘Atlassian’ and 
‘Cutlassian pirate’ live on any public non-
staff blog by 3.30pm (screenshots count) 

10 per blog  

 


